
“ City experts must have time to dedicate themselves to city greenery 

with quality data for planning green infrastructure.” 

your city 30 years from now?Is this  

 into green citiesemmigration of wealthy citizens
capital outflow is followed by emmigration of small businesses

due to disappearance of green parkscollapse of real estate value 
real estate value drops up to 20 % when they are far from greenery 

for saving basic life conditions drastically increased expenses 
inefficient, expensive attempts to recover and maintain greenery

 (children and elderly citizens in great risk)endangered health
increased mortality due to recurring extreme heatwaves

Uninhabitable for your citizens: lack of quality planning and preparation for climate change caused 
extreme heat and air pollution.

rise of life standard and available city offer 
small business growth thanks to more capital being kept in the city limits

increase in real estate value due to numerous parks 
green revolution also brings economic growth of your city

thriving environment for happy and healthy citizens
especially for sensitive age groups (children and elderly citizens)

sustainable green oasis with lots of shade and clean air
resilient and effective green infrastructure that gives many benefits in extreme weather

This can be your city 30 years from now

with quality green planning and management.

 if your city doesn’t start 

planning and controlling greenery appropriately.

This is your reality

are already happening in your city! This changes 

we can successfully fight these problems.
Using green infrastructure planning and maintenance, 


Why has there been no success so far?

 ArboSMART CloudSolution:

SMART system features

ArboSMART Cloud

, 
such city of today and tomorrow
If you wish to make a first step towards
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due to increased climate change effects and the temperature rise 

time demanding paperwork and redundant communication

it is getting harder to manually plan and maintain green infrastructure

takes all the experts’ time away from dealing with actual greenery problems

lack of comprehensive data - decision making based on “feeling” 
meaning slow and weak adjustments to alarming conditions

more complex and expensive maintenance means bigger budgets
optimization is impossible without longterm planning

all current and planned green elements in one place
shows relevant data of all trees, shrubs, grassland and other GI elements 

offers maintenance plans for every plant
saves experts’ time (advice when to plant, prune, cut, water...)

saves money with 1 app for all needs
no server needed (cloud solution), monthly SaaS licencing 

offers analytics, financial and cadaster reports 
to improve resilience on climate, drought and pest risks

SMART system for urban green infrastructure management
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- Planning and maintenance - 

All green data in one place - no excess paperwork
Filtering green cadaster by specific features, spatial information...1

Smart budgeting with big savings
Expense planning and overview for the following years2

Green cadaster with advanced data search
Using automatic procedures, algorithms and methods 3

Efficient communication and task assignment
Work orders and messaging system for all city users4

Task planning assistant - who, where, when and how
Metheorological, operative, physiological and budget data - basis for advice5

Guidance for species and their maintenance
Members of our team are world’s leading experts in long-term planning of greenery6


